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Abstract
Cellular automata are systems which use a rule to describe the evolution of
a population in a discrete lattice, while genetic algorithms are procedures
designed to find solutions to optimization problems inspired by the process
of natural selection. In this paper, we introduce an original implementation
of a cellular automaton whose rules use a fitness function to select for each
cell the best mate to reproduce and a crossover operator to determine the
resulting offspring. This new system, with a proper definition, can be both a
cellular automaton and a genetic algorithm. We show that in our system the
Conway’s Game of Life can be easily implemented and, consequently, it is
capable of universal computing. Moreover two generalizations of the Game of
Life are created and also implemented with it. Finally, we use our system for
studying and implementing the prisoner’s dilemma and rock-paper-scissors
games, showing very interesting behaviors and configurations (e.g., gliders)
inside these games.
Keywords: Cellular Automata, Genetic Algorithms, Game of Life,
Prisoner’s Dilemma
1. Introduction
The advent of electronic computers allows to make simulations of every
kind of environment and even create new form of life with behaviors similar
to the real ones. With these instruments, it is possible to simulate and study
situations difficult to examine in real life, or prevent future developments of
current problems.
Cellular automata are one of the most used tool in these situations. They
were introduced by Von Neumann in 1951 [29] to resolve a problem of self-
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replicating automata and they quickly evolved in the following years (see [44]
for a good overview). Their outbreak was in 1970, when Gardner popularized
the renowned Game of Life invented by Conway [14]. Some recent studies
about the Game of Life can be found in [7, 15, 13, 32, 43]. Cellular automata
have been applied in several fields, like modeling of traffic [5, 10, 27], pat-
tern recognition [17, 40], cryptography [28] and many others. Further recent
studies about cellular automata can be found in [1, 6, 18, 19, 33, 34, 36].
A connected but different approach is given by genetic algorithms. They
were pioneered in the 1960s by Holland [16], who wanted to study the phe-
nomenon of adaptation and implement it into computer systems. He took
inspiration by the natural selection concept introduced by Darwin. The
obtained procedure became popular only in the late 1980s and now is ap-
plied particularly in computer science for optimization and search problems
[8, 9, 23, 45].
Since structures of cellular automata and genetic algorithms are similar,
they can be merged into a new kind of instrument that combines the ad-
vantages of both and can be used to find new interesting case studies. The
idea to evolve a cellular automaton by means of evolutionary algorithms is
not completely new. For instance, in [21], [30], [41], evolutionary cellular au-
tomata have been used for studying and describing strategies of the prisoner’s
dilemma game. In [3], the authors studied the use of genetic algorithms for
finding rules of cellular automata such that they display a desired behavior
focusing on the case of solving the majority problem with cellular automata.
Also in [24] and [25], the authors exploited genetic algorithms for evolving
cellular automata for specific computational tasks such as density classifica-
tion and synchronization. Further studies can be found in [4], [12], [31], [37],
[39].
In this paper, we describe our system, which we call cellular evolution,
as a bi-dimensional cellular automaton which works with rules inspired by
genetic algorithms. Our purpose is to explain its behavior, show its prospect,
and make this new procedure available to everyone. The implementation in
Python of our work is completely open source and available at:
https://github.com/duttos/cellular evolution.
The new cellular automaton is described in detail in Section 2 where, af-
ter the theoretical formulation, the steps of an algorithm in pseudo-code are
given. In Section 3, the classic Conway’s Game of Life [14] is implemented
with cellular evolution and also two different generalizations with more than
two states are obtained. Finally, sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the imple-
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mentation and discussion of the prisoner’s dilemma and rock-paper-scissors
games, respectively.
2. Cellular evolution
In this section we introduce our cellular automaton inspired by genetic
algorithms.
2.1. A new idea and its implementation
While in simple cellular automata each cell evolves according to a rule
based only on the states of cells in its neighborhood, genetic algorithms
require a fitness function which allows each cell to select the best mate in a
genetic pool, a crossover operator which defines couples interactions and the
resulting evolution of cells states, and a final possible mutation.
2.1.1. Initialization
Our principal implementation uses bi-dimensional lattices L of squared
cells, but it is possible to generalize the process to every kind of structure. It
is also possible to choose a boundary condition (torus, horizontal or vertical
cylinder, closed) and/or the presence of a fixed nodes grid.
The local value space Σ is a finite set of different values, not necessarily
numeric, assumable by each cell. In cellular automata, we usually consider
a set of numeric values like Zk. We adopt the notation σi(t) for the state of
cell i at the instant t.
At the beginning of a run, each cell i ∈ L assumes a value σi(0) ∈ Σ given
as input or chosen randomly.
2.1.2. Rule of cellular evolution
As for genetic algorithms, the rule of cellular evolution consists in three
steps: selection, crossover and mutation.
In order to obtain a cellular automaton, during computations for selection
and crossover we consider limited neighborhoods instead of the mating pools
of genetic algorithms. In particular, we use Moore neighborhoods but it is a
completely indifferent choice.
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Selection. For each cell a fitness value is evaluated, depending on the state
of the cells in its neighborhood: given a cell i ∈ L and its neighborhood
N (i) = {j1, j2, . . . , j9} we call the configuration of i at time t :
Ci(t) = (σj1(t), σj2(t), . . . , σj9(t)), (1)
and we consider a fitness function that takes these configurations and returns
values in an ordered set F containing possible fitness values
f : Σ9 −→ F , f(Ci(t)) = fi(t). (2)
In this way, at each time step, every cell receives a fitness value that depends
on the states of the cells in its neighborhood. After that, each cell i selects
randomly j , one of the fittest cells in N (i), to interact with it. Hence fittest
cells have higher chances of being chosen for couplings.
Crossover. Now every cell has a selected mate, and the coupling can start.
Since we want to keep the system as generic as possible we consider the fol-
lowing operator that takes states and fitness values of the two cells, together
with the maximum values for state and fitness, and returns the new state
value of the cell i :
χ : Σ×F × Σ×F × N× N −→Σ ,
χ
(
σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t),maxp,maxf
)
=σi(t+ 1) .
(3)
Unlike what happens in genetic algorithms, the result of the crossover is only
one offspring, which takes the place of the parent cell i , otherwise the system
would not be a cellular automaton.
Mutation. Finally, with a very small probability, the state of some cells is
randomly changed.
The resulting process is a cellular automaton with rules inspired by ge-
netic algorithms. We observe that, despite during each single step we consider
Moore neighborhoods, the dynamic rule of our system seen as cellular au-
tomaton uses different neighborhoods: for the cell i it takes the states of the
cells in
N (i) =
⋃
j∈N (i)
N (j), (4)
and returns the new state of i . Hence the neighborhood used by the dynamic
rule of cellular evolution is the one in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Neighbourhood used by cellular evolution as cellular automaton.
2.2. The algorithm step by step
Trying to keep the argumentation as generic as possible, now we use a
pseudo-code to describe our methods of implementation.
2.2.1. Rules
Given an initial population pop, represented by a m × n matrix with
entries in Σ, it evolves for N steps, in each of which the dynamical rule is
applied as described in Section 2.1.2.
Selection. The fitness function is an operator fitfun which takes the state
values of the nine cells in a neighborhood and returns a value in F as fitness
value for the center cell. At each step, fitfun takes the population matrix
pop and returns a matrix fit of dimensions m×n containing the fitness values
of all the cells (line 3 in Algorithm 1).
Each cell selects the fittest mate in its neighborhood and, in case of cells
with same fitness value, one of them is chosen randomly by exploiting an
array called order . It is shuffled with a given seed at every step, allowing to
sort randomly the cells in the neighborhoods (lines 1, 4 in Algorithm 1).
Before the selection, two three-dimensional matrices of size 9 × m × n
are generated: pp and ff . They contain the values of state and fitness
in the neighborhood of each cell, respectively. In particular, each vector
pp[ [ 0, . . . , 8 ], x, y ] contains the states in the neighborhood of the cell (x, y)
while each ff [ [ 0, . . . , 8 ], x, y ] contains their fitness values (in both cases in
the random order defined by order . In the definition of these matrices in
lines 5-6 of Algorithm 1, functions for the shift of a matrix in all the possible
directions are required.
The selection of a mate for the cell (x, y) happens in lines 8-10 of Al-
gorithm 1, where the cell with best fitness value and lowest order number
among those in the neighborhood is chosen. Its state and fitness values are
saved as selp and self , respectively.
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Crossover. Interactions between cells (considering states and fitness values)
are described through an operator co that is the implementation of the
crossover operator descibed in Eq. (3) (line 11 in Algorithm 1).
Mutation. The mutation operator depends on two variables: fmut and pmut
which give respectively its frequency (how many steps pass between a muta-
tion and another) and the probability of its occurring. If mutation is possible
and a randomly generated number is less than pmut , the state of the cell is
changed with one of the possible ones (lines 12-13 in Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: Rules
1 order = [ 0, . . . , 8 ];
2 for t in {1, . . . ,N } do // start of the run
3 fit = fitfun(pop); // fitness function
4 order = Shuffle(order , seed);
5 pp[ order ] = [ pop, N(pop), N(E(pop)), E(pop), S(E(pop)),
S(pop), S(W(pop)), W(pop), N(W(pop)) ];
6 ff [ order ] = [ fit , N(fit), N(E(fit)), E(fit), S(E(fit)), S(fit),
S(W(fit)), W(fit), N(W(fit)) ];
7 for x in {1, . . . ,m} and y in {1, . . . , n} do
// selection
8 best = Min(i |ff [ i, x, y ] = Max(ff [ order, x, y ]));
9 selp = pp[ best [x, y ], x, y ];
10 self = ff [ best [x, y ], x, y ];
// crossover
11 pop[x, y ] = co(pop[x, y ], fit [x, y ], selp, self ,maxp,maxf );
12 if 0 ≤ Random(0, 1, seed) < pmut and t mod nmut = 0 then
// mutation
13 pop[x, y ] = Int(Random(0,maxp, seed));
3. Game of Life implementation and generalizations
As we say in Section 1, the main example of two-dimensional Cellular
Automaton is Conway’s Game of Life [14] and here we show one of the main
results reached with our system: it is possible to implement Conway’s rule
using cellular evolution. Then, we present two brand new Cellular Automata
inspired by Game of Life, describing possible interactions between two lives
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in the same environment. For both cases the implementation with cellular
evolution is explained.
3.1. Game of Life with cellular evolution
In the 1960s, John H. Conway wanted to define a dynamical rule satisfying
the following three criteria:
• it should be difficult to prove that a pattern grows without limit;
• not all simple initial states should immediately yield trivial final states;
• there should exist simple patterns that evolve for many iterations before
settling into a simple final state.
After a great deal of experimentation, Conway finally settled on the well
known two-dimensional rule of Game of Life.
Game of Life. A two-dimensional Cellular Automaton which evolves in a
squared lattice of binary-valued cells and uses Moore neighborhoods. Its
dynamical rule is defined as:
• the birth of a cell (passage from 0 to 1) occurs if it has exactly three
living cells in its neighborhood;
• a cell encounters death (passage from 1 to 0) for isolation if it has less
than two living cells in its neighborhood, or for overcrowding when they
are more than three;
• a living cell survives if it is surrounded by two or three living cells.
We can write this rule with the following formalism:
σi(t+ 1) = ΦGoL(Ci(t)) =
=

1 if
∑
j∈N (i) σj(t) = 3,
σi(t) if
∑
j∈N (i) σj(t) = 2,
0 otherwise.
(5)
What distinguishes this system from all the others and makes this rule truly
remarkable is that GoL has been proven to be capable of universal compu-
tation [35]. The principal consequence of this statement is that Game of
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Life can carry out arbitrary algorithmic procedures, so that it can be used in
place of every standard digital computer. Furthermore, this property gives us
an important information about Game of Life’s dynamical complexity: this
rule is actually capable of displaying arbitrarily complicated behavior and
generally there is no short-cut route to the final outcome of its evolution.
Now that we are more familiar with Conway’s rule it is possible to talk
about its implementation using cellular evolution. Our system can be cus-
tomized changing its two operators: the fitness function and the crossover
matrix. Here we want to show one of the possible choices to obtain Game of
Life in cellular evolution.
In Game of Life two states are consider, so that Σ = {0, 1}. We observe
that the future state of a cell depends only by the state of its neighbors.
Hence we choose to use a fitness function with values in F = {0, 1}, which
describes the will of each cell: if its fitness value is 0 then the cell wants to die
or stay dead while if it is 1 the cell will become or stay alive. The simplicity
of Game of Life rule leads to a trivialization of the crossover operator: given
a fitness value, the result consists simply in making the wish of the cell comes
true, without looking at the state or the fitness value of the mate chosen by
the cell. In practice, the operators for implementing Game of Life in cellular
evolution are:
• f : Σ9 −→ F given by
fi(t) = ΦGoL(Ci(t)) =

1 if
∑
j∈N (i) σj(t) = 3,
σi(t) if
∑
j∈N (i) σj(t) = 2,
0 otherwise;
(6)
• χ : Σ×F × Σ×F × N× N −→ Σ where:
χ(σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 1, 1) = fi(t), (7)
or, giving all the possible cases, we have Table 1.
In conclusion, we were able to obtain Conway’s rule in our system, which
means that cellular evolution is capable of universal computation.
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χ
(σi(t), fi(t))
(0,0) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1)
(σj(t), fj(t))
(0,0) 0 1 0 1
(0,1) 0 1 0 1
(1,0) 0 1 0 1
(1,1) 0 1 0 1
Table 1: Crossover operator to implement Game of Life and its new 3-states version with
cellular evolution.
3.2. Two variants of Game of Life
Here we introduce two new variants of Conway’s Game of Life. In partic-
ular, these new rules maintain the bi-dimensional lattice but consider more
than two possible states, while the dynamical rules are based on the orig-
inal one. These systems are inspired by natural interactions between two
species. As before, we implement these new Cellular Automata with cellular
evolution, in order to show its potentiality.
3.2.1. Three states evolution
In this case there are three possible states: Σ = {0, 1, 2}, where 0 means
dead while 1 and 2 are the two possible living states.
The evolution is described by the following rule:
• a dead cell (σi(t) = 0) changes state if there are exactly 3 cells alive
in its neighborhood. In that case its state value becomes 1 if in its
neighborhood there are more cells with state value 1 than those with
state values 2, and 2 otherwise;
• a living cell (σi(t) > 0) stay unchanged if there are 2 or 3 cells alive in
its neighborhood, otherwise it dies.
We can summarize the evolution of the system considering for each cell i
the values 1i(t) = |{1 ∈ Ci(t)}| and 2i(t) = |{2 ∈ Ci(t)}|. Hence the dynamic
rule becomes:
σi(t+ 1) = Φ3(Ci(t)) =
=

1 if σi(t) = 0, 1i(t) + 2i(t) = 3 and 1i(t) > 2i(t),
2 if σi(t) = 0, 1i(t) + 2i(t) = 3 and 1i(t) < 2i(t),
σi(t) if σi(t) > 0 and 1 < 1i(t) + 2i(t) < 4,
0 otherwise.
(8)
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Figure 2: A version of the glider gun in three colors Game of Life seen each 5 time-steps.
For the implementation using cellular evolution we can use operators
similar to those used for the original Game of Life:
• f : Σ9 −→ F given by fi(t) = Φ3(Ci(t));
• χ : Σ×F × Σ×F × N× N −→ Σ where
χ(σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 2, 2) = fi(t), (9)
whose possible cases are described in Table 1.
All the studies on the classic Game of Life can be repeated on this three-
states version. For example, a glider gun can be obtained with the pattern
in Fig. 2: it spawns one green glider followed by infinite red ones.
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3.2.2. Four states evolution
This case differs from the previous one since there are four possible state
values: Σ = {0, 1, 2, 3}, where 0 and 1 are dead and alive state for the first
form of life while 2 and 3 are dead and alive state for the second one. In this
case the two form of life evolve and live in symbiosis, that is they help each
other to stay alive.
The rule describing the behavior of this system is given by:
• a dead cell of the first form of life (σi(t) = 0) will become alive (with
state value 1) if in its neighborhood there are exactly 3 cells with state
value 1 or if there are exactly 5 cells with states 0 or 2;
• for a dead cell of the second form of life (σi(t) = 2) the behavior is
analogous: it will become alive (σi(t + 1) = 3) if in its neighborhood
there are exactly 3 cells with state value 3 or or if there are exactly 5
cells with states 0 or 2;
• a living cell of the first form of life (σi(t) = 1) stays alive if in its
neighborhood there are 2 or 3 cells with its state value or if there is a
quantity between 1 and 4 of cells with state value 3, otherwise it dies;
• the behavior of a living cell of the second form of life (σi(t) = 3) is
similar: it stays alive if, in its neighborhood, there are 2 or 3 cells with
state value 3 or if there is a quantity between 1 and 4 of cells with state
value 1, otherwise it dies.
In order to implement this system, for each cell i two values are consid-
ered: 1i(t) = |{1 ∈ Ci(t)}| and 3i(t) = |{3 ∈ Ci(t)}|. They allow us to write
the dynamic rule as follows:
σi(t+ 1) = Φ4(Ci(t)) =
=

0 if σi(t) = 1, 1i(t) /∈ {2, 3} and 3i(t) /∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
1 if σi(t) = 0 and 1i(t) = 3 or 1i(t) + 3i(t) = 3,
2 if σi(t) = 3, 3i(t) /∈ {2, 3} and 1i(t) /∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
3 if σi(t) = 2 and 3i(t) = 3 or 1i(t) + 3i(t) = 3,
σi(t) otherwise.
(10)
Now we implement this system with cellular evolution. We may use
operators analogous to those used until now, but instead we choose to change
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χ
(σi(t), fi(t))
(0,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,1)(2,0)(2,1)(3,0)(3,1)
(σj(t), fj(t))
(0,0) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(0,1) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(1,0) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(1,1) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(2,0) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(2,1) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(3,0) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
(3,1) 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 3
Table 2: Crossover operator to implement the 4-states version of Game of Life with cellular
evolution.
a bit both of them. As we did in the original Game of Life case we still use
a fitness function that describes the will of a cell to become or stay alive but
its possible values are only two: F = {0, 1}. While the fitness value gives the
will, the crossover matrix decides, depending on the current state of the cell,
what is its form of life and consequently what will be its new state value. In
practice, we have:
• f : Σ9 −→ F given by
fi(t) = Φ4(Ci(t))(mod 2); (11)
• χ : Σ×F × Σ×F × N× N −→ Σ where
χ(σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 3, 1) =
{
fi(t) if σi(t) ∈ {0, 1},
fi(t) + 2 if σi(t) ∈ {2, 3}.
(12)
Every possible case is collected in Table 2.
As for the three-states version, all the studies on the classic Game of
Life can be repeated on this new Cellular Automaton. For example, a life
generator can be obtained with the pattern in Fig. 3: the simple red structure
at step 0 creates infinite patterns of green cells (like the R-pentomino in the
original Game of Life).
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Figure 3: Steps 0, 10, ... , 80 of a life generator in the 4-states variant of Game of Life
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4. Prisoner’s dilemma
In this section we study the prisoner’s dilemma game by means of our
cellular automaton. This game is largely treated in the literature in several
ways and widely used as an interesting example of evolutionary game, see,
e.g., [2], [20]. The basic idea is that two prisoners are under questioning
in two separate rooms. They can or betray the partner by confessing the
truth, or cooperate by staying silent. Depending on their behaviors, they
can be sentenced to different amount of years in prison. In particular, the
best pay-off is get by defecting a cooperative prisoner (dc), followed by the
one obtained if they cooperate (cc), then by the case in which they are both
defective (dd) and finally by the pay-off get by a cooperative prisoner that
has been betrayed (cd). As treated in [30, 41], this game can be generalized
in a multidimensional lattice by considering as gain the total pay-off obtained
by playing with the adjacent neighbors. The evolution of the population is
characterized by the rule according to which, among all the strategies of the
neighbors and the current strategy, the one with highest gain is adopted for
the following generation.
This system can be easily implemented in cellular evolution, with:
• the local value space Σ = {c = 0, d = 1};
• fdc,cc,dd,cd : Σ9 −→ F exploits C = |{c ∈ Ci(t)}| and D = |{d ∈ Ci(t)}|
and is given by
fi(t) =
{
dc · C + dd · (D − 1) if σi(t) = d ,
cc · (C − 1) + cd ·D if σi(t) = d ;
(13)
• χ : Σ×F × Σ×F × N× N −→ Σ where
χ(σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 1, 8 · dc) = σj(t) . (14)
Among the possible choices for the parameters, one of the most studied
considers cd = dd = 0, cc = 1 and has degree of freedom dc > 1. In this
case, interesting results can be obtained by studying the evolution of a single
2 × 2 square with state d in a population of c’s in a toroidal world of size
100× 100. By changing dc, the system converges to:
• a full world of c’s when dc < 1.4;
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(a) dc = 1.4, generation 200 and 1000.
(b) dc = 1.6, generation 50 and 1000.
(c) dc = 1.65, generation 20 and 1000.
(d) dc = 1.7, generation 20 and 40.
Figure 4: Behaviors for the classic bi-dimensional prisoner’s dilemma starting from an
initial 2× 2 square of d’s (grey) in a population of c’s (black).
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(a) dc = 1.75, generation 20 and 60.
(b) dc = 1.8, generation 10 and 40.
Figure 5: Other behaviors for the classic bi-dimensional prisoner’s dilemma starting from
an initial 2× 2 square of d’s (grey) in a c’s (black) world.
• a constantly changing interlaced network with a structurally static pat-
tern for dc = 1.4 (Fig. 4a). This is due to the random selection among
fittest cells, since the fitness of the initial d’s is equal to that of the c’s
at the four corner of the square (fit[x, y] = 7);
• the initial state, which remains fixed, if 1.4 < dc < 1.6;
• a behavior forever changing from one generation to the following one
for dc = 1.6 (Fig. 4b). Since it is possible that a d has the same fitness
value of a c (fit[x, y] = 8), the behavior is very chaotic;
• an ever changing kaleidoscopic behavior for 1.6 < dc < 5
3
(Fig. 4c);
• an expansion of the central area of d’s with fractal-like borders for
5
3
≤ dc < 1.75 (Fig. 4d). The expansion should continue forever, but
the collisions at the border of the world stop it in finitely many steps;
• an expansion of d’s with a jagged square border that leaves behind
some static rectangular isles of c’s, for dc = 1.75 (Fig. 5a);
• an expanding X mark of d’s for 1.75 < dc < 2 (Fig. 5b);
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• when dc = 2, a behavior similar to that obtained when dc = 1.75;
• when 2 < dc < 8
3
, a behavior similar to that for 5
3
≤ dc < 1.75;
• a full world of d’s for dc ≥ 8
3
through a perfectly squared expansion.
These results are similar to those described in [30], but the random selection
(in all the figures, seed = 3) creates some different behaviors.
For a 2× 2 square of c’s in a population of d’s, the possible behaviors are
only two: total annihilation when dc ≥ 1.5 and total conquest for dc < 1.5.
Since the crossover in cellular evolution depends on both states and fit-
ness values, it is possible to obtain new behaviors while maintaining the same
fitness function. For example, it is possible to consider a crossover opera-
tor that returns as new state the ceil-rounding of the fitness weighed mean
between the old state and that of the selected cell, i.e.,
χ(σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 1, 8 · dc) =
⌈
σi(t) · fi(t) + σj(t) · fj(t)
fi(t) + fj(t)
⌉
. (15)
The behaviors obtained from a 2× 2 square of d’s in a population of c’s
are different from above:
• for dc < 1.6 the initial state is fixed;
• when dc = 1.6 there is a completely new chaotic behavior of expansion,
which brings to blinking isles of c’s in a network of d’s (Fig. 6a);
• an expanding X mark arises when 1.6 < dc < 2, with a rectangular
center of c’s that can be fixed of blinking;
• for dc = 2 there is an expansion with jagged square border that leaves
a flashing world behind (Fig. 6b);
• when 2 < dc < 8
3
there is a fractal border expansion that generates a
flashing kaleidoscope in its center area (Fig. 6c);
• finally, for all dc ≥ 8
3
there is an expanding square which contains other
flashing squares inside (Fig. 6d).
In this case a 2×2 square of c’s in a d’s world passes immediately to a c’s
population with at the center a 6× 6 square of d’s holed with a 2× 2 square
of c’s.
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(a) dc = 1.6, generation 50 and 1000.
(b) dc = 2, generation 20 and 60.
(c) dc = 2.5, generation 20 and 60.
(d) dc = 2.7, generation 20 and 40.
Figure 6: Behaviors for the bi-dimensional prisoner’s dilemma with ceil-rounded fitness-
weighed mean as crossover, starting from an initial 2×2 square of d’s (grey) in a population
of c’s (black).
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5. Rock-paper-scissors
The two-dimensional system with total gain as fitness function can be
based on all kind of 1-on-1 games, and they can all be implemented with cel-
lular evolution. In this section we focus on another classic game: rock-paper-
scissors (RPS). This game has been widely studied and used for simulating,
e.g., different colonies of bacteria that coexist and interact [11], for studying
decision-making in non-cooperative strategic interactions [46] or for repre-
senting a food chain in ecosystems [38]. Further studies can be found in [22],
[26], [42]. Here, each cell in the population can assume one of three possible
states. The fitness function is characterized by three parameters representing
the possible gain for each win (ties and losses give gain 0 in order to avoid
negative fitness values): sp is how much a cell that plays scissors (state 0)
wins against a paper (state 1), pr is the gain resulting from an encounter
between paper and rock (state 2), and finally rs represents the gain of rock
against scissors. The same crossover operator introduced before is adopted.
Thus, the implementation in cellular evolution has:
• the local value space Σ = {0, 1, 2};
• fsp,pr,rs : Σ9 −→ F exploits S = |{0 ∈ Ci(t)}|, P = |{1 ∈ Ci(t)}| and
R = |{2 ∈ Ci(t)}| and is given by
fi(t) =

sp · P if σi(t) = 0 ,
pr ·R if σi(t) = 1 ,
rs · S if σi(t) = 2 ;
(16)
• χ : Σ×F × Σ×F × N× N −→ Σ where
χ
(
σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 2, 8 ·max(sp, pr, rs)
)
= σj(t) . (17)
When all the possible strategies have the same gain, e.g. sp = pr = rs = 1,
the generic behavior consists in an eternal fight among the strategies with
spiral shape areas (Fig. 7).
Interesting patterns and behaviors arise when considering different gain
parameters. In this case, we can think to the RPS game as a model “prey–
predator” with three different populations, where the gain of a predator
can be higher that the gain of another predator. The following cases have
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Figure 7: RPS evolution from a random 100 × 100 population (seed = 3) to step 1000.
The possible states are scissors (0) in black, paper (1) in green and rock (2) in grey.
Figure 8: First 5 generations of a glider in RPS with sp = 1, pr = 1.1 and rs = 1.2.
sp ≤ pr ≤ rs, but they can be generalized by permuting the gain values and
the states in the population.
In all the instances it is possible to obtain a glider. One of the simplest
gliders arise with sp = 1, pr = 1.1, rs = 1.2. It is shown in Fig. 8 and has
period 4.
When starting with the same initial structure but with a different instance
of RPS with sp < pr < rs, the evolution can generate a pseudo-glider (Fig. 9),
characterized by a changing shape (due to the random selection among fittest
cells) that always contains the initial one, or to new gliding shapes with
different periods (Fig. 10).
With some choices of parameters there are configurations that work as
life generators. For example, when sp = 1.7, pr = 3, rs = 5, the initial state
in Fig. 11 generates an infinitely expanding pattern with lots of gliders.
Figure 9: The first 8 steps of a pseudo-glider in RPS with sp = 1, pr = 1.5 and rs = 2,
generated from the initial configuration used in Fig. 8.
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Figure 10: The rise of a glider with period 1 in RPS with sp = 1, pr = 2 and rs = 3, from
the initial configuration used in Fig. 8.
Figure 11: The evolution of a life generator in RPS with sp = 1.7, pr = 3 and rs = 5, from
the initial pattern to step 40.
As for the ceil-rounded fitness-weighed mean introduced as crossover in
the bi-dimensional prisoner’s dilemma, new crossover operators depending
on both state and fitness values can be adopted with RPS. In this case,
interesting behaviors are obtained when considering a function that returns
as new state the fitness-weighed mean between the old state and that of
the selected cell, rounded down if the sum of the states is equal or below
the maximum state and rounded up elsewhere. This crossover operator is
χ
(
σi(t), fi(t), σj(t), fj(t), 2, 8 ·max(sp, pr, rs)
)
= σi(t+ 1) where
σi(t+ 1) =

⌊
σi(t)·fi(t)+σj(t)·fj(t)
fi(t)+fj(t)
⌋
if σi(t) + σj(t) ≤ 2 ,⌈
σi(t)·fi(t)+σj(t)·fj(t)
fi(t)+fj(t)
⌉
if σi(t) + σj(t) > 2 .
(18)
With this operator, the simple pattern that behaved as a glider in the
previous examples generates an entire expansion of fighting cells, as depicted
in Fig. 12.
6. Conclusions
In this work we introduce and give some properties of cellular evolution, a
new kind of cellular automaton inspired by genetic algorithms, which appears
to be powerful and flexible, allowing to easily implement and study many
different systems.
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Figure 12: Expansion of the glider pattern in RPS with sp = 1, pr = 1.1 and rs = 1.2 and
crossover operator given in Eq. (18), generation 10 and 100.
In particular we concentrate on its definition and some useful implemen-
tations, like the well known Game of Life created by Conway that gives
us the property of universal computation. Moreover, we propose the im-
plementation of two variants of the Game of Life: one with three possi-
ble states, where a glider gun is shown, and the other with four possible
states, with which a life generator is described. Then, we focus on two clas-
sical games widely studied in the literature also for testing cellular automata
properties. Firstly, we study the prisoner’s dilemma in a two-dimensional lat-
tice. We show some known and new behaviors by changing the parameters
and also by introducing a new crossover operator that specifically exploits
the features of cellular evolution. Secondly, the classic game of rock-paper-
scissors is considered: here we focus on studying the general behavior and
we find some gliders depending on the chosen parameters. In addition, an-
other new crossover operator allows us to find other interesting behaviors. At
https://github.com/duttos/cellular evolution, the reader can also find videos
that describe the cases studied in Sections 3, 4 and 5.
These are only some of the systems that can be implemented with our
system, but the flexibility of cellular evolution can be exploited to implement
many other case studies in order to further deepen the knowledge about this
powerful system. In future work, it would be interesting to deepen the study
of lattice games considering iterated games (with more than one step) and
more sophisticated strategies (based on past movies). Moreover, another in-
teresting aspect to be explored regards the exploration of probabilistic rules.
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